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 However now, Fenster reveals all her shortcuts, ideas, and timesaving techniques from nearly
twenty years as the gluten-free cooking food authority. In Carol Fenster's gluten-free of charge
cooking classes, the most often asked question is "How can I get a meal on the table in the
least period of time? And her comprehensive menu plans and tips help pull together a week's
worth of meals easily.Wheat-free-cooking professional Carol Fenster reveals her time-saving tips
and ways to help cooks put homemade meals on the table super fast. The Quick & Easy
principles in this book are certain to get cooks in and from the kitchen with much less fuss than
previously. In Gluten-Free Quick & Easy, a sizzling meal helps it be to the table without a
complicated ingredient list or a lengthy wait around. Fenster emphasizes the necessity of
"planned-overs"-not "left-overs"- that creatively make use of elements of one meal in the
planning of another, whether it turns into an ingredient the very next day, the next week, or
another month. Quality recipes for make-ahead baking mixes and ways to shorten baking
instances means cooks stay on track." Frequently, cooking gluten-free means expending hours
in the kitchen-producing everything from scratch. In less time than ever before, gluten-free
cooks can make homestyle entr? Fenster's basic but delicious recipes consist of favorites like
hearty breads, pizzas, and pasta.es and side meals, tasty breakfasts, and elegant desserts for
each and every meal of the day, every day of the week.
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  The Thai pizza I could make over & I cannot wait to obtain cooking. I found myself,
immediately, flipping backwards and forwards, (like looking up reference verses in the Bible),
racking your brains on what the actual substances list was. (I omitted the sugar - I have been
altering recipes to eliminate sugar for a long time). In fact gives warning that should you don't,
it may not work out. Doesn't give us long time cooks any credit for understanding wet/dry/rising
ratios. I REALLY wanted to make this cookbook function. cups of her flour mixes. They are
sprinkled throughout the book, not really collected in any one area..). Example: Pizza crust
recipe demands "Carol's Yeast Bread Blend", "Carol's Yeast Bread Combine" calls for "Carol's
Flour Blend". So, you are flipping from pg 192 to 184 and then to 37 before you assemble a
list of all of the ingredients. After spending considerable time determining the mixes, I made the
cornbread recipe. It tasted pretty good. The writer says Never to do these dishes differently
than she has published them.yum! Sorry. I dreaded going gluten free and idea we were going
to have to quit a few of the Baked Items that we love. I bake quality recipes ou This book
have been a lifesaver! I dreaded heading gluten free and thought we had been going to
have to give up a few of the Baked Items which we love. I bake dishes out of the book and
nongluten free of charge people ask for my recipes! It totally rocks! The Biscuits, the
Gingersnaps and the Chocolate Cake are a few of our favorites! Thought this cookbook would
help. The recipes are based from 3-4 Main mixes that you need to mix in advance and store. I
simply purchased some small meals grade tubs and shop them in that.. Once you mix the mixes
it does then become "Fast and simple"It probably is not a book for somebody who would like
to just open up a container and cook. These are "from scratch" recipes plus they are totally
awesome! I keep Carol's flour blend, cake mix, cookie blend & Wonderful recipes, plenty of
good ideas This is the cookbook I chose to give to a newly diagnosed friend - great recipes,
healthy and no problem finding ingredients - and I love it so well I've pre-ordered her new
book even though I don't bother to consult GF cookbooks that much any more. Fenster's oven-
fried poultry is the greatest I've ever tasted, her lasagna doesn't require you to prepare the
noodles initial, etc. Most of the recipes are designed around the author's preferred gluten-free
brands and I don't possess access to some of these. Then you can find 5 even more mixes that
use the simple plus. Everything I've tried provides been great.. It had taken me quite a while to
thumb through the publication to find all of the "basic" flour combine recipes called for in each
recipe. Her bread mix recipe makes 12 3/4 cups and contains 4 cups of another of her mixes
as an ingredient - really a pain to calculate ingredients for the 3 cups needed to make her
French bread.. Her bread's very easy (especially if you have an electric oven - it rises while the
oven heats) and has a great texture.used it so much I acquired to replace my falling apart
duplicate recently. Easy to read, quick to prep/cook. At times, difficult to check out. Recipes
can be unclear in instructions - do I add everything to crock-pot and placed on low or some
of the items? Even though cover is beautiful, you can find no pictures inside. Would have
appreciated several nice images or illustrations on the way to split up the book a little
bit.though plenty of chopping.. over. The family likes the recipes and can't tell the difference
between these and non-gluten foods. Recommend this book. My #1 head to cookbook! A must
have!the grilled Chicken Burgers with spicy Aisan Sauce. Gluten Free Quick and Easy Great
tasting recipes, Fast and simple, Five Stars My son-in-rules has Celiac allergies, which means
this cook book is very helpful to them in their cooking. It has been my most used cookbook in
my gluten free (& I'm a scholar and spotted this publication and thought it might be great.. The
only complaint I have about Fenster's book is that it might be helpful to possess a chart giving
substances for making 2, 4, etc. Just the knowledge I needed I just started a gluten free of



charge and corn free diet and this reserve gave me the information I needed for each day
cooking. GF Quick and Easy Good recipes, but nothing gourmet. Well, actually my hubby
bought me a fresh copy for Xmas because he knows how much I love it!This book is a MUST
HAVE for a from scratch gluten free baker! muffin mix readily available all the time. My children
think the muffins will be the best thing ever and I've carried out so much with them besides just
making blueberry muffins! The Jamaican Jerk Poultry with Corn-Mango Salsa recipe & the
prepared leftovers to make use of in the salad edition with an orange vinaigrette. But I have
to admit the email address details are worth it. I've a Basic Flour Mix, A cookie Mix , an instant
Bread Mix , and a Cake combine.. I did like the education on gluten, quick and easy cooking
brief cuts, kitchen/pantry staples, and the two month menu sample...gets rave reviews whenever
We make it. I love the smoky chile rub used in the smoky southwest pork tenderloin recipe with
fresh peach salsa is certainly mouthwatering too.complicated and demanding Ok. This makes
my life as a celiac afflicted person much easier... The idea of planned-overs, instead of left-
overs is amazing.!.. I just don't find it "fast and simple".We haven't made that many recipes.
Great but not for thoes with out a great share of substances. regular cookbook) collection.
Having Celiacs, I find myself engaging in just eating a similar thing for a week at the same time
then switching.Having said that there are a great number of steps to get to the ultimate
product. Well, it does have an excellent recipes but you have to have plenty of ingredients
and it's really still period tasking., and there are a few imaginative dishes you do not normally
see (even schnitzel! Don't use it just as much as I thought I'd because of the amount of
ingredients however the Mac & Chesse recipe is amazing. Ideal for thoes who possess
considerable time and don't mind having to buy lots of ingredients..The information in the back
of the book on all the different types of gluten free products and everything you use them for is
among the most important elements of this book for me. There is another section with changing
this for that details and that is just as essential.The recipes are practicle and in my busy
lifestyle I appreciate their simplicity. Although I have to be cautious because there are lots of
recipes which include corn products. Nevertheless, many recipes do not consist of corn and I
am greatful for them! This is the very first gluten-free cookbook I bought and "read"... Seriously!
Four Stars It had phrases and pictures Three Stars Can't say for sure... I recommend this reserve
to everyone!. There's one foundational Flour Mix. Five Stars Thanks Three Stars Cannot eat
gluten Mostly good receipes Gave this as something special to a friend plus they liked most of
the recipes. Five Stars Great book full of great recipes!
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